Genetic Sequencer
DNBSEQ-G400C

Your Day-to-Day
Sequencing Solution

Efficient

Accurate

Reliable

Leading Life Science Innovation

Technical Principle
MGI’S PROPRIETARY
DNBSEQTM
TECHNOLOGY
INCREASED ACCURACY
DECREASED DUPLICATES
DNA Nanoballs(DNBs)

Patterned Array

REDUCED INDEX HOPPING

DNA Nanoball sequencing technology - No accumulation of amplification errors

CoolMPSTM chemistry principles
CoolMPS chemistry is a novel antibody-based sequencing method. The dNTPs of CoolMPS are without fluorescent labeled
(called cold dNTPs) which incorporated into the sequencing strand by DNA polymerase, and base calling is achieved by
specific binding of fluorescently labeled antibodies. During this process, the incorporated bases are unmodified, ultimately
resulting in clearer base calling.

Four types of cold dNTPs

Four types of dye-labeled antibodies specifically bind to corresponding cold dNTPs

CoolMPS Sequencing Highlights：
Natural Base
No fluorescence quenching, more stable signal
Traditional high-throughput sequencing methods will leave scars on the
polymerized bases, and sometimes the fluorescent groups on the bases to
be measured will have a quenching effect, which will affect the accuracy of
sequencing. The bases of the new synthetic chain in CoolMPS method are
all natural bases, and there is no fluorescence quenching effect caused by
the scar on the base, so higher accuracy and longer sequencing reading
length can be obtained.

Runon and Lag decreased significantly
CoolMPS reaction is more complete, DNA polymerase polymerizes natural
bases more efficiently, and sequencing reads longer.

Antibody Binding
Less DNA damage
Dye molecules do not bind to DNA molecules, but directly bind to antibodies, thereby reducing DNA damage.

Stronger signal
Each antibody molecule can be labeled with multiple fluorescent molecules. With CoolMPS, higher signals and higher
signal-to-noise ratios can be obtained, allowing for more accurate sequencing in DNBs with high-density arrays containing few
template copies or long template chains.

Product Introduction
DNBSEQ-G400C is a versatile benchtop sequencer providing users with accurate, flexible, and efficient sequencing options.
The CoolMPS high-throughput sequencing reagents provide more choices for users in pursuing higher sequencing quality.
With stable high-intensity signals and a random low sequencing error rate, CoolMPS reagents exhibit excellent performance in
scientific and clinical applications, especially in the detection of low-frequency mutations in tumors.

Advantages of DNBSEQ™ technology
Zero error accumulation, low amplification bias, low index hopping

Accurate
Advantages of CoolMPS™ technology
MGI’s proprietary CoolMPS sequencing reagents make low-frequency mutation detection in cancer more
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single/dual Flow Cell
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Flow
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CoolMPS

Single/Dual
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FCL

Effective
Reads*

Read
Length

Data Output
Max Output
Run
/Flow Cell* (Dual Flow Cell) Time**

Q30***

1500-1800M

SE50

75-90G

150-180G

17H

＞90%

1500-1800M

SE100

150-180G

300-360G

30H

＞90%

* The maximum number of effective reads and Data output are based on the sequencing of an internal standard library. Actual output
may vary depending on sample type and library preparation method.
** Run time was calculated based on dual flow cell mode, and includes sample loading, sequencing, base calling and data processing
*** The percentage of base above Q30 is the average of an internal standard library over the entire run. The actual performance is
affected by factors such as sample type, library quality, and insert fragment length.

DNBSEQ-G400C utilizes an optimized optical and biochemical system, and the platform is
equipped with primary data analysis software, which can automatically complete image analysis
and generate high-quality base sequences to achieve a streamlined and smooth sequencing
experience.
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Model*

DNBSEQ-G400C

Dimensions

1086 mm(L)x756 mm(W)x710 mm(H)

Catalog #

900-000583-00

Net Weight

200 kg

Power

Operating
Environment
Requirements**

Control Computer
Configurations***

Type

100-240 V, 50/60 Hz

Rated Power

1200 VA

Temperature

19℃-25℃

Relative Humidty

20% RH-80% RH,non-condensing

Atmospheric Pressure

70 kPa-106 kPa

Waterproof Rating

IPX0

CPU

Intel Xeon E5 10Core * 2 2.2GHz

Internal Storage

256 GB RAM

HDD

16 TB

SSD

480 GB

Operating System

Windows 10 Enterprise

* Research Use Only
** For indoor use only; The Flow Cells can be stored and transported at room temperature. No liquid
medium is needed
*** Supporting the computer’ s configurations and system updates

About MGI
MGI Tech Co., Ltd. (referred to as MGI) is committed to building core tools and
technologies to lead life science through intelligent innovation. MGI focuses on R&D,
production and sales of DNA sequencing instruments, reagents, and related products to
support life science research, agriculture, precision medicine and healthcare. MGI is a
leading producer of clinical high-throughput gene sequencers*, and its multi-omics
platforms include genetic sequencing, medical imaging, and laboratory automation.
Founded in 2016, MGI has 1578 employees, 34% of whom are R&D personnel. MGI
operates in more than 50 countries and regions, serving more than 1000 customers. It
has established scientific research and production bases, global training and service
network in many countries and regions around the world. MGI is one of the companies
in the world that have the ability to independently develop and mass-produce clinical
high-throughput gene sequencers. Providing real-time, comprehensive, life-long
solutions, its vision is to lead life science innovation.

Disclaimer
* Unless otherwise informed, StandardMPS and CoolMPS sequencing reagents, and sequencers for use with such
reagents are not available in Germany, Spain, UK, Hong Kong, Sweden, Belgium, Italy, Finland, Czech Republic,
Switzerland, Portugal, Austria and Romania. No purchase orders for StandardMPS products will be accepted in the USA
until after January 1, 2023.

